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ASSDlBLYMAN· AU:XANDER B. GRANNI S,

.CHAIR,HEW'YORlC STA'I'EASSEMBLY" STANDING COMMITTEE

4

ON INSURANCE:

I know you're all as excited to be

5

here as we are, so I appreciate the -- the

6

attendeQce.

7

under ASsembly rules, which calIon the substantive

8

committees to have oversight hearings on the

9

budgets that come under their jurisdictional

These hearings'are' being conducted

10

authority.

This morning the focus is on the budget

11

of the State Insurance Department and with a real

12

focus on the suballocations, the large and growing

13

amount of suballocations from that budget to other

14

state agencies.

i

!

15

Since 1984 the Department's budget

16

has been raised entirely from fees charged to

17

insurers and other licensees for examinations and

18

assessments on insurers.

19

prescribed in Section 332 of the Insurance Law and

20

are based on each company's premium volume.

21

Companies obviously pass these assessments along,

22

as they do with all of their business expenses, to

23

their customers in the forms of higher premiums.

24

The Department's budget has doubled since state

The assessments are

Associated Reporters Int'i., Inc.
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1

2

f·iscal year '94-95, a mavical year.

Obviously we

3

pickedtlult for a,reasCln, .but it.'l!Lg'rown.frCl'll $87,

4

O~O,OOO

5

year, to $177 million in the current 'year's budget.

6

But this increase 1n budget authority

in that starting point, that '94-95 fiscal

7

cannot be traced to current increases in services

8

for insurance consumers or licensees to the best of

9

our knowledge.

Instead vast amounts of the budget

10

are now being sub-allocated to other state

11

agencies.

12

$4.5 million dollars to other state agencies which

13

was about five percent of the agency's budget.

14

the current fiscal year the suballocations have

15

reached $65 million a 1500 percent increase and now

16

represent more than a third of the Department's

17

budget.

18

The '94-95 budget allocated a total of

In

One can make a case that some level

19

of suballocation in certain areas brings a benefit

20

to insurance consumers in support of the Department

21

of Law's fraud unit, as an example.

22

concerned this practice has spiraled out of

23

control.

24

citizens buying Medicare sub-policies, consumers

I am very

New York's insurance consumers, senior

Associated Reporters Int'l., Inc.
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purchasing their own health cdVerage, businesses

3

buying liability and Worker Compeoverage, New

4

Yorkers insuring. their cars and homes are already

5

paying sky-high rates for their coverage. . It is

6

hard for me to see how these suballocations are

7

anything more' than a tax on hard-pressed insurance

8

consumers.

9

I am pleased that we will hear

10

today from some of the agencies that receive

11

suballocations and how this money is being spent.

12

That's important since interagency suballocations

13

make accountability more difficult.

14

which I suspect has the most to do with the current

15

suballocation practices, however, the Division of

16

the Budget, has chosen not to testify despite a

17

written invitation and several telephone

18

invitations from my office.

19

disappointment, but perhaps we can arrange to hear

20

from them at a later date through other means.

21

fear right now is that with the '96-97 budget in

22

the works and to be presented in just a few weeks

23

that we will be presented with a January surprise

24

that will involve millions of dollars more added

The agency

This is a great

Associated Reporters Int'l., Inc.
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cost. tQr struggling insurance consiurlera,

But that

3 i 8 the· cpn tEl)(t •
4

I'm joined by Wil·l Barclay,. the.

5

ranking minority member of the Insurance Committee,

6

and j?eter Newell who's the Committee Director.

7

we will look forward to your testimony today.

And

8

The first panel already seated is

9

Louis Pietroloungo, the First Deputy Superintendent

10

of the State Insurance Department, Frank Milano,

11

the acting Secretary of State for the Department of

12

State, and Dennis Whalen, Executive Deputy

13

Commissioner of the Department of Health.

14

take your pick.

15

I'm--

MR. LOUIS PIETROLOUNGO, FIRST.

16

DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT, STATE INSURANCE DEPARTMENT:

17

Okay.

18

Good morning.

19

Grannis, and members of the Committee for the

20

opportunity to testify at this hearing on the

21

Insurance Department's suballocations to other

22

state agencies.

23

am the First Deputy at the Insurance Department.

24

am joined today with acting Secretary of State,

I have some opening remarks, Mr. Chairman.
We would like to thank you, Chairman

My name is Lou Pietroloungo and I

Associated Reporters Int'l.,Inc.
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2

Frank Milano" and Dennis Whalen,the Bxecutive

3

lolePlllty CODIIhissioner of.the Dep&rtinent of Health.

4

You have a copy Gf our, submitted' test'iJnony which is

5

being sul:mtltted·on behalf of' the Department'!f of

6

Banking, Health,Insurance and State, and the

7

Division of Criminal Justicee Serviees.

8
9
: 10
11

12

The Insurance Department's
2005-2006 operating budget, which was $177 million

included $62.8 million in the form of
suballocations to other state agencies ..
The mission of the Insurance

13

Department is to supervise and regulate the

14

business of insurance in this state for the benefit

15

of insurance consumers.

16

Department is fully capable of conducting its

17

regulatory functions. there are numerous insurance

18

programs that could be implemented for the benefit

19

of consumers that the Insurance Department does not

.20

have the requisite experience or in some cases the

21

appropriate jurisdiction to implement and oversee.

22

The choice then is either to fund the program

23

through taxation, through suballocations, or not

24

fund the program at all.

While the Insurance

As our submitted

Associated Reporters Int'l., Inc.
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2

testimony demonstrates, the prograJllSic being· funded

3

. through the.:iInlWrlUlce Depart:mentF subal1o<:;atiel1l.s

4

have... ". elmu- nexus· to· insurance,qonsumers and the'

5

msuriiUlce.in'dustry.

6

produced

7

form of reduced premiums, better health care or

8

lower property damage cost..

9

s.~~ngsfor

And in Ute·lam.;: run generally
insurance consumers in the

I think it is appropriate at this

10

time to discuss briefly each of the programs that

11

the Insurance Department funds either partially or

12

fully from the use of suballocations and describe

13

how the insurance consumer benefits.

14

the Banking Department's high cost claims

15

processing office is partially funded from an

16

Insurance Department suballocation.

17

and after World War II Jews and other minority

18

groups were victims of the Holocaust, so much of

19

their personal property seized.

20

physical items taken, but liquid assets as well.

21

In addition, insurance claims made by policy

22

holders in relation to the Holocaust often went

23

unpaid by the insurance companies.

24

same insurance companies and banks are now in the

As you know,

Before, during

Not only were

Many of these

)

Associated Reporters Int'I., Inc.
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2

process of making restitution for these actions,

3

however, many records have been lost and finding

4

clailMllts or (:laims -- claimants finding these

5

records can prove almost imposs±ple.
The Holocaust Claims Processing

6

7

Office fills this need, working either as a bridge

8

between claimants and the international

9

organizations leading the recovery or directly

10

pursuing claims.

11

through 2004 had helped to return over 89 million

12

in bank claims and $11 million in insurance claims

13

to claimants.

14

The Holocaust Processing Office

The public policy objective

15

served by the operation of the Holocaust Claims

16

Processing Office are appropriately funded by the

17

industry'S generally which hold or held the claimed

18

assets.

19

the Banking Department were or are funded by the

20

appropriations budget into the Holocaust Claims

21

Processing Office.

22

process in the Holocaust Claims Processing Office

23

and funding it by a suballocation from the

24

Insurance Department obviated the need to duplicate

No other previous or current functions of

Locating the insurance claims

Associated Reporters Int'!., Inc.
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this operation in the Insurance Department solely

3 t o haIidie insurance claims.

The suballocaticm from

4

the Insurance Department is insurance related

5

because it pays for cost associated with the

6

'r.ecovery of unpaid insurance claims.

There' s

7

direct benefit to certain insurance consumers as

B

prior policy holders who never receive restitution

9

for a legitimate claim.

While it is true that this

10

only concerns European companies, many Holocaust

11

survivors or survivors of victims live in the

12

United States and in New York.

13

Holocaust Claims Processing Office's assistance

14

these people may never have received their just

15

compensation.

16

Without the

Department of Health also

17

receives funding from the Insurance Department's

18

budget which enables them to implement various

19

insurance related disease prevention programs that

20

improve the health of consumers, thereby reducing

21

overall health care costs.

22

the Center for Community Health which provides

23

cancer and heart disease prevention, diabetes and

24

arthritis controlled programs in addition.

These programs include

Associated Reporters Int'!., Inc.
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2

following are examples of community heilllthbased

3

init:,iaHves which.benefit insurance payers-and

4

health.lI4re consumers' .

Cancer screenings and

5

6

evidence-based public health intervention that

7

saves +ives'and reduce costs to insurers and the

8

state.

9

survival rates on ninety-eight percent, while the

10·,.

Early stage breast cancer, five year

late stage survival is twenty six percent.

11

In the case of colorectal cancer,

12

five year survival decreases from ninety percent to

13..

ten percent when the cancer is found at a late

14

stage.

15

In addition. the cost of treating

16

cancer increases dramatically with disease stage.

17

The cost of treatment of early stage cervical

18

cancer is $2000 compared with the cost of $30,000

19

for late stage cervical cancer.

20

The Department of Health has

21

provided since 1994 over seven hundred seventy

22

eight thousand uninsured individuals with breast,

23

cervical and colorectal cancer screenings.

24

Another Department of Health

Associated Reporters Int'l., Inc.
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2prpg1:alll is ,the officia.l prescription program, also

as

theE'orge, Proof Pzoescription: P~t'am~

3

known

4

reduce fraudulent prescriptions, claims whlt'h'dxive

5

up health care costs, the program requires the use

6

of official prescrip,ti'Oll forms.

7

now been expanded so that the official prescription

8

contains state' of the art securi ty features

9

specifically designed to prevent counterfeiting,

'!'his program has

10

alterations and forgeries, all of which are

11

fraudulent activities used to divert dxugs to

12

non-legitimate use.

13

To

The Department of Health. along

14

with federal agencies, has investigated numerous

15

incidents where non-controlled substances have been

16

fraudulently obtained and reT sold to pharmacies,

17

then dispensed to unsuspecting patients.

18

the quality, efficacy and sterility of these

19

medications cannot be guaranteed this program

20

reduces threats posed to public health.

21

with saving estimates provided by Medicaid the

22

Division of Budget has estimated that the expanded

23

Official Prescription Program will save private

24

insurers approximately $79 million annually through
Associated Reporters Int'!., Inc.
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the

reducti~n

in fraudulent prescription claims.

·In addition to .saving private

3

4

insur~rs

5

prescription drug fraud, ·the official prescription

6

pro~ram

7

prescribing.

a

private insurance industry millions of additional

9

dollars by decreasing medication errors.

$75 million through the deorease in

is also designed to increase electronic
Electronic prescribing will save the

It is

10

estimated that 55 percent of all medication errors

11

are due to misinterpretation of practitioner's

12

instructions on handwritten prescriptions.

13

private insurance industry has recognized the

14

benefits of electronic prescribing and is

15

spearheading several major projects designed to

16

encourage its usei

17

significantly reduce the estimated $130 million in

18

annual costs to New York's health care system

19

caused by adverse drug events due to errors in

20

written and oral prescriptions.

21

The

Electronic prescribing will

There are also two separate

22

insurance departments suballocations that support

23

the Department of Health's regulation of the

24

Managed Care industry in the state.

f

Associated Reporters Int'\., Inc.
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2

~~fices

3

shares \:responsibilitywith the Insurance Department

4

for the regulation, oversight' and monit:€ll!"ing of

5

managed' care organizations licensed under Article

6

,44 of the Public Health Law.

7

million New 'torkers, approximately 36.6 percent of

8

the state's population get their health coverage

9

through one of these plans.

of Managed Care the Department of Health

OVer s,lx point nine

In recent years New

10

York has turned to Manage Care delivery systems to

11

provide health care to government programs

12

including Medicaid, Family Health Plus and Child

13

Health plus.

14

Managed Care has increased from approximately

15

650,000 to over two million.

16

Since 1995 enrollment in Medicaid

Over 500,000 adults are enrolled

17

in managed care plans from Family Health Plus and

18

over 300,000 children are enrolled in managed care

19

through Child Health plus.

20

programs are administered by the Department of

21

Health.

22

All three of these

The Insurance Department also

23

provides a suballocation to Division of Criminal

24

Justice Services that partially funds the continued

Associated Reponers Int'l., Inc. '
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2

roll-out of its TraCS Program.

TraCS, which stands

3

for the Traffic and Criminal Software, is a

4

sophisticated yet simple to use electronic'data

5

collection and reporting tool for traffic tickets

6

and accident reports.

7

suballocation was distributed to the Division of

8

State Police to fund the purchase and installation

9

of TraCS equipment in approximately 300 trooper

In fact the entire

10

vehicles.

This purchase enabled the state police

11

to complete the roll-out of TraCS equipment in all

12

1203 trooper vehicles.
Long delays in accident report

13
14

data processing have hampered the effort to reduce

15

insurance fraud in New York.

16

automobile insurance fraud in the state costs

17

insurance companies approximately $1 billion each

18

year.

19

effectively combat this problem because they do not

20

have timely access to the information contained on

21

the accident reports.

22

data processing it takes a significant amount of

23

time to enter the data into the state accident

24

information system and make the reports available

It is estimated that

Insurance investigators are unable to

Because of the backlog in

Associated Reporters Int'l., Inc.
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2

for distribution.

3

investig~tors

4

the claimant's submission • . As a result tens of

5

thousands of suspicious claims must be settled

6

because investigators lack sufficient information

7

to challenge them.

are left to a just claims bAsed· on

8

9

Without.the accident report

An

accident report created in

TraCS can be electronically transferred from a

10

police car, approved by a supervisor, forwarded for

11

input in the accident information system and

12

available for review by an investigator in a timely

13

manner.

14

strategies and reduce insurance fraud, New York

15

must receive and process traffic data from tickets

16

and accident reports on a real time basis.

17

is the solution.

To develop effective traffic safety

TraCS

The Insurance Department also

18
19

funds various initiatives of the Department of

20

State including its Office of Fire Prevention and

21

Control, O.F.P.C.

22

preventing or reducing losses from fires and other

23

emergency incidents would

24

property, automobile or medical insurance losses,

Programs that are targeted at

p~event

or reduce fire,

1

Associated Reporters Int'l.. Inc.
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2

and ultimately cost to the consumers.

3

program is the implementation of the -Fire safety

4

Standards for Cigarettes.

5

has implemented fire safety standards for

6

cigarettes to lower their risk of igniting, for

7

example, on upholstered furniture or mattresses.

8

The world's first regulation of the ignition

9

strength of cigarettes requires that all cigarettes

As you know, a.F.p.C.

10

sold in the state meet an ignition strength

11

performance standard.

12

;

One such

Notwithstanding the short period

13

the program has been in effect, its success is

14

evidence in the decline in the number of smoking

15

related fatalities.

16

smoking materials declined from an average of 40

17

per year for the period of 1997 to 2002 to only 28

18

last year.

19

to fires caused by cigarettes fell from an average

20

of 24 to 18 percent.

21

initiatives only six states in the nation have

22

lower civilian injuries per thousand structure

23

fires and only nine states in the nation have lower

24

average property loss per vehicle.

Deaths from fires caused by

The percentage of all fire deaths due

For these types of

I

Associated Reporters Int'I., Inc.
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2

programs are clearly paying

3

consumers.

4

divi~ends

to insurance

"Further, the insurance industry

5

recognized the. importance of training and fire

6

department operations which are the very programs

7

that are being administered by O.F.P.C.

8

Insurance Services Office, a rating organization

9

that develops advisory forms and loss costs with

The

10

the property casualty industry allocates 50 percent

11

of a municipality's rating to its effectiveness of

12

its fire fighting operations which include fire

13

department, water supply, alarm systems and codes.

14

Another Department of State

15

program is Urban Search and Rescue Program which

16

provides technical rescue assistance to emergency

17

responders

18

of the

19

deployed on September 11th, also during the capsize

20

of the Stella Marest in Albany and in cavein

21

rescues in Schoharie.

22

with statewide capabilities.

Members

Urban Search and Research Program were

Another important program within

23

the Department of State is for it's Division of

24

Code Enforcement and Administration, which provides
Associated Reporters In!'l., Inc.
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2

direct benefits to insurance consumers by

3

facilitating the construction andmaintelUUlceof

4

safe. buildings.

5

contribute to catastrophe or loss of life in the

6

event of a fire or natural disaster.

7

consumers enjoy the benefit of fewer losses and

8

reduced premiums.

9

Safe buildings are less likely to

As a result

Finally, the Insurance Department

10

suballocations provide funding to the Office of

11

Attorney General for two important insurance

12

programs.

13

no-fault fraud.

14

actually has been a proliferation of no-fault fraud

15

in New York, which I stated earlier, cost an

16

estimated $1 billion per year.

17

automobile insurance fraud in New York is a

18

significant contributing factor to high automobile

19

insurance rates in the state.

20

9th, 2001 Governor Pataki proposed a series of

21

legislative and regulatory steps designed to

22

confront the rising cost of automobile insurance in

23

New York.

24

Pataki designated the Attorney General a special

The first is to investigate and combat
Over the last decade there

The prevalence of

Therefore, on May

Pursuant to Executive Order 109 Governor

Associated Reporters Int'!., Inc.
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ana

2

prosecut:orto cO.ordinate the investigatory

3

prosecutorial efforts related to fraudulent auto

4

ins·urance claims.

5

be seen with the recent 72 count indictment'of

6

eight suspects and one law. firm allegedly involved

7

in submitting fraudulent no-fault and bodily injury

8

claims to insurance carriers.

9

seek the forfeiture of $2.2 million in illegally

Thesuct:ess of this program can

These indictments

10

obtained proceeds.

11

fraud unit has brought felony insurance fraud and

12

related charges against 272 defendants.

13

To date the auto insurance

The actions of the Auto Insurance

14

Fraud Unit have had a definite impact on the

15

marketplace.

16

decline in losses for private passenger automobile

17

insurance.

18

Insurance Fraud Unit, as well as other measures

19

implemented by Governor Pataki, the Insurance

20

Department called on automobile insurers to reduce

21

their rates.

22

approved a record number of auto reduction, saving

23

policy holders almost $400 million.

24

auto insurers including ,the top three in terms of

Since 2002 there's been a significant

As a result of the success of the Auto

To date the Insurance Department has
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2

market share, Auto, GEICO and State Farm, have

3

reduc,ed ,or are, reducing their rates an average of

4

five percent in 2005.
The other sub-allocated program

5

6

funds the Insurance Department's Cooperative

7

Agreement with the Office of Attorney General to

8

provide for the ongoing joint investigation into

9

broker insurance compensation and pricing

10

practices.

The Insurance Department's joint

11

investigation with the Attorney General over the

12

last two years uncovered compensation arrangements

13

in the insurance industry that may have been lawful

14

on their face, however. they have been used

15

inappropriately and sometimes illegally as we saw

16

with bid-rigging and steering.

17

yardstick led to these transgressions in the

18

insurance marketplace and the need for additional

19

scrutiny by regulators and prosecutors.

20

illegal or inappropriate practices became the

21

catalyst for the current stream of criminal, civil

22

and regulatory actions imposed jointly by the

23

Insurance Department and the Office of the Attorney

24

General resulting in the imposition of hundreds of

Lack of an ethical

These

!
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2

millions of dollars of restitution to insurance

3

consumers, not just in New tork, but across the

4

nation.

5

The Marsh and McLennan

6

investigation resulted in an $850 nillion

7

restitution settlement agreement.

8

major brokerage firms have admitted to steering

9

clients to certain insurance companies while

Since then the

10

soliciting fake bids in order to create the

11

perception of true competition.

12

In addition to the Marsh

13

settlement, the state also secured settlements with

14

Aeon Corporation and Willis.

15

were financially beneficial to consumers,

16

collectively returning more than one billion

17

dollars to policy holders nationwide and also

18

required these firms to implement sweeping reforms

19

designated to avoid conflicts of interest.

20

investigations are currently in progress.

21

These settlements

Other

In conclusion, the Insurance

22

Department's mission is to protect insurance

23

consumers and the programs funded by suballocations

24

to advance this mission.

The benefits gained by
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2

insurance and other consumers through subsidized

3

sub-alioeated programs far outweigh the costs

4

associated with these programs.

5

insurance related programs are not funded from the

6

Insurance Department's budget either they would

7

have to be eliminated and the benefits derived by

8

consumers would be lost, or some other source of

9

funding would have to be identified in instances

If the important

10

where the program is fully funded through Insurance

11

Department's suballocations.

12

program is not fully funded through the Insurance

13

Department's suballocations elimination of the

14

sub-allocated funding would most likely impair the

15

effectiveness of the program to the detriment of

16

consumers.

In cases where a

Thus, we believe that the current

17

18

programs have positively contributed to the

19

betterment of the health and welfare of all New

20

Yorkers including insurance consumers and should be

21

considered.

22
23
24

Thank you and we will be happy to
answer any questions.
CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:
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2

much.

That's a statement for four agencies.

3

Let me j.ust ask. I guess my.

4

concern stems from the fact less from the programs

5

that you described and more from your agency's

6

involvement in how these program suballocations

7

were first determined.

8

easement is $270 million has been sub-allocated

9

over the last decade and that's a staggering amount

So,

the extent of the

10

of money to be passed on to insurance consumers.

11

How do you know that any of these monies are spent

12

in a way that benefits insurance consumers?

13

monitor the programs the Health Department uses the

14

monies for or the Department of State or the

15

Department of Law or the Department of --?

16

MR. PIETROLOUNGO:

Do you

Well, my

17

personal involvement, of course you realize these

18

programs began in 1977 and suballocations have been

19

in effect since then and we certainly have seen

20

increases.

21

with TraCS. with the fraudulent prescription

22

program also.

23

new fraud fighting effort.

24

cases when I did see suballocations, cost and all.

I can tell you my personal experience

And also with the Attorney General's
In each of those three
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2

and we had as an example with the Forge Proof

3

Prescription Program.

4

Health for what was two and a half hours to discuss

5

the benefits of the program and quite frankly was

6

able to see what the benefits would be in terms of

7

the return cost to the consumer.

8

we put all these things together for all of the

9

years it is a lot of money, but each year of course

I met with the Departntent of

And I know when

10

we have to fund something that appears to be

11

excellent in terms of what the consumer is getting.
with the TraCS system, as an

12
,13

example, I sat down with the folks in TraCS

to

14

determine, you know, well, their question

15

was since I had retired from the New York City

16

Police Department after 33 years their question to

17

me was can you get these folks to sign onto this

18

program.

19

spoke to the people with respect to TraCS I mean I

20

was confident that D.C.J.S was doing the job they

21

had to do.

22

to me

And we did make some attempts, but when I

And with the Attorney General I

23

was asked early on before the office was even --

24

the office was even established, you know, what
Associated Reporters Int'l., Inc.
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should the funding levels be.

And I had some

3

'earlier discussions with the folks there and quite

4

frankly I was very happy with what they were able

5

to tell me.

6

cooperation and coordination afterwards.

7

speak, Mr. Chairman, to all of these items, but I

8

can say that my experience with the Department has

9

been that they're all looked at.

The mission -- we talked about
I can't

And we do look at

10

the bottom line, the benefit to the consumer.

You

11

know, I read some things and quite frankly I mean

12

it to me is impressive that we can get these things

13

done, I mean just the inoculations in the long

14

term.

15

early detection practices for cervical cancer and

16

then at the end it's $30,000.

17

intuitively it rings true, it says this is working,

18

this is helping somebody.

19

there was something, and that's why I had asked

20

specifically to look at the Forge Proof

21

prescriptions and I asked -- in fact it was Neil

22

Levin (phonetic spelling), may he rest in peace,

23

asked me to work with the Attorney General.

24

an interest.

When we talk about it costing $2000 for

I mean I just --

And quite frankly if

I took a serious interest.
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2

to know where the money was going.

3

new to the business and I wanted to make sure that

4

I did the right thing.

5

know, ask if there are other -- other responses,

6

but that's what I know, Mr. Chairman.

Again, I was

So, I mean I can now, you

7

MR. MILANO:

Assemblyman, Lou' s

8

opening statement also was sort of an executive

9

summary of testimony I think that's 41 pages in

10

length that goes into far greater detail.

11

your specific question to Lou, former

12

Superintendent Siereo (phonetic spelling) was

.1-3

personally and intimately involved in almost every

14

operation of our O.F.P.C.

15

former fire chief at his local fire department.

16

had a personal interest.

17

for the superintendent to speak with our bureau

18

chiefs and our chief fire administrator on a weekly

19

basis.

20

regularly.

21

took over I've spoken with him several times and

22

kept him generally abreast of these things.

23

the program and line people at the Department of

24

Insurance as far as I know are intimately involved

funct~ons.

As to

He was a
He

It would not be uncommon

And I spoke with the superintendent quite
Similarly, since Superintendent Mills
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and informed as to what's going on at the

3

Department of State, particularly withO.F.P.C.

4

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

Let me just

5

ask sort of a general question.

6

focused on the benefits of how the program is paid

7

for and how the decisions are made to pay for them.

8
9

I guess I'm less

And with each of these, were
these suggestions by the Insurance Department say

10

hey, let us, you know, pay for something so that

11

you don't have to put it in the regular budget,

12

we'll just dun the insurance consumers for the

13

TraCS program or the Forge Proof Prescription

14

Program or the -- I mean going back I mean these

15

are huge chunks from $4.5 million to $79 million in

16

the last ten years.

17

from the Insurance Department to the Division of

18

the Budget saying we've got a great idea for you,

19

let's let the insurance consumers pick up the tab

20

for this so you don't have to use general tax levy

21

money for these programs?

22

Were those all suggestions

MR. PIETROLOUNGO:

I can't really

23

answer that because I can only speak to a few of

24

the programs that have been implemented since I'm
Associated Reporters Int'l., Inc.
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here.

3

,,

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

Let me ask

4

you, the TraCS Program and the Forge Proof

5

Prescription Program, those are the

6

MR. PIETROLOUNGO:

The TraCS

7

Program as I recall we were involved, and again

8

part of it was fraud prevention.

9

things we recognized that the TraCS Program would

And one of the

10

be able to provide, as I had mentioned in the

11

testimony, live data.

12

heard from my frauds people is that they were

13

hearing from the S.I.U.'s that it was very, very

14

difficult to get an accident report so they can

15

bring the person in for an investigation and ask

16

them specifically about the report, because there

17

was a certain time limit that they had to respond

18

to the reports.

19

discussion of

20

TraCS Program and we realized the benefit that can

21

be gained, not only with respect to fraud, but you

22

know, you have the engineering stuff that can be

23

done, education, enforcement, engineering, the

24

three E's of traffic control and traffic safety.

It was missing.

What I

So, that began as just a
fraud.

And when we looked at the
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These are the things that this program was able to

3

bring and we realized that there were several

4

benefits that the consumer can gain by this.

5

so we went along with the program and we agreed,

6

and I believe again from the bottom of my heart

7

that this is a good program for the consumers of

8

New York because they'll all benefit.

9

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

And

Is there any

10

way for you to distinguish between programs that

11

are good for consumers that are properly the

12

responsibility of all the taxpayers as opposed to

13

those taxpayers who buy insurance products?

14
15
16

MR. PIETROLOUNGO:

Yeah, I don't

think I can answer that question.
CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

I guess I view

17

this as a cash cow, you know, for the

18

administration as proven by this incredible run-up

19

in the numbers without any, you know, I guess

20

discussion until today about how this process

21

works, how these decisions are made, how you came

22

up with these ideas to somehow not charge doctors

23

for the Forge Proof Prescription Program, the

24

prescriptions which they used to do.
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have to contribute and now what. we're paying for

3

prescription pads for doctors that other people

4

used to pay for and they used to be given away. the

5

doctors used to buy themselves, somehow $16

6

million.

7

to buy prescription pads for doctors so that they

B

don't have to bother themselves with that part of

9

the prescribing practice.

What's the program cost now?

16 million

Dennis, I just don't

10

understand, and I guess it's less the benefit of

11

the program.

Nobody wants people to gain

12

MR. WHALEN:

Right.

13

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

14

prescriptions, but why should consumers of

15

insurance products bear that cost as opposed to the

16

general public?

17

There's a --.
MR. WHALEN:

Right.

Mr.

1B

Chairman, the comment that I would offer is I think

19

that you can consider, at least in the Department

20

of Health set of suballocations, some of which are

21

very directly related to the operational

22

responsibilities of our mutual agencies.

23

you look at the hospital inpatient rate setting

24

function or you look at the certification of
Associated Reporters Int'!., Inc.
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managed care plans, really in the development of

3

those programs and the responsibilities or as the

4

statutes changed in those areas, there was no

5

situation there where a suballocation from the

6

Insurance Department replaced another source of

7

funding, for example.

8

development and thinking about how those

9

responsibilities were related and most

But I think really in the

most

10

apparently on the side of managed care where both

11

agencies share responsibilities to oversee and

12

regulate some of the very same programs that the

13

thought was here'S a direct benefit where we can

14

identify a revenue stream that's entirely

15

appropriate to use the suballocation method.

16

By the same token I'd argue that

17

the hospital inpatient rate-setting function where

18

we set those rates for the Insurance Department's

19

use related to the auto side makes sense.

20

Forge Proof was a program that,

21

you know, is vastly different than the Triplicate

22

Prescription Program.

23

program to cover all prescriptions and not simply

24

those on certain federal schedules.

We've now expanded that

)
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physical

3

benefit most immediately in terms of reducing fraud

4

and I think calculated a $70 million savings which

5

was based on a fairly conservative estimate I

6

believe of about 2.5 percent fraudulent

7

prescriptions in the realm of all the prescribing

8

that goes on.

that was done at that time looked at the

It will also pay longer term

9

10

benefits because that puts us on a platform that

11

will facilitate electronic prescribing which will

12

have additional savings somewhat related to fraud,

13

but probably most primarily related to

14

mis-prescribing or medication errors which probably

15

account for a 125, 135 million again estimated cost

16

per year.

17

Then there's another set of

18

programs which I would contend aren't so directly

19

related, but which clearly have a benefit and those

20

are the ones

21

Center for Community Health which are largely

22

around prevention and screening efforts involved

23

with chronic and other diseases and you know, how

24

those get chosen.

that Lou talked about in terms of the

I

Those were instances where
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general funded dollars were funding, or in some

3

cases federal grants or, other, you know, fees that

4

might have applied.

5

that most of the suballocation discussion began

6

when there was a ramp-up or an increase in the

7

benefit being provided or an expansion of that

B

program in some way where we expanded, for example,

9

treatment to uninsured individuals who had received

10·
11

And in those instances I think

screening for various cancers, for example.
CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

Let me come

12

back to the Insurance Department's oversight.

13

do you do to ensure that these savings that you've

14

identified in your statement collectively for the

15

agencies that receive this monies, as well as your

16

own, are actually reflected'in rates?

17

million dollars, you know, ain't peanuts obviously

18

in the overall scheme of

19

but it seems to me for insurance consumers that are

20

already paying extraordinarily high rates in this

21

state and we hear about it all the time from

22

drivers, from businesses, from Worker's Comp, lots

23

of different things.

24

the fact that there's a direct return to consumers

things.

What

And 60 or 70

It's not a lot,

How do you ensure and monitor

)
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that is reflected in their premiums as a result of

3

this off-loading of the state's responsibility to

4

them?

5

MR. PIETROLOUNGO:

I'm not

6

absolutely sure, Mr. Chairman, how our actuaries

7

account for this.

8

auto rates, ! mean it's just that there's less

9

there's more arrest, there's less fraud, so they

I know probably in the case of

10

can factor that in.

I'm not sure how they do it on

11

the medical side, but I'd certainly be willing to

12

talk
CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

13_

That's your

14

job.

15

have contained in your statement that, you know,

16

these are savings that, you know, are out there and

17

obviously, you know, if you think about it

18

intuitively there are savings in doing some of

19

these activities, but if consumers are paying for

20

them they ought to see the benefits in some

21

measurable way.

22

I mean your job is to -- and you obviously

MR. PIETROLOUNGO:

I'm sure

23

there's someone in the Department that could

24

articulate how that process works.
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at this point I cannot.
CHAIRMAN GRANNIS!

3

You know,

4

several years ago when we put a tax on diagnostic

5

services done by independent labs, outside labs,

6

the labs quickly figured out that if they listed

7

that tax all hell would break loose because

8

everybody would see it.

9

appreciation among consumers of insurance products

I guess there's no

10

that these add-ons are in fact jacking up their

11

premiums and see whether or not they might have the

12

same reaction.

13

for you and me at this point not to let people know

14

what we've been doing for them, but maybe that's an

15

idea.

16

know, on every premium there's a couple extra

17

dollars, car insurance.

18

insurance.

19

I'm already paying four or five bucks more for

20

something unrelated to anything that you're doing

21

and these agencies are doing, but then on top of

22

that comes this added boost for -- and I gather

23

it's not broken out.

24

for the TraCS Program and the health consumers

I guess that's probably convenient

Maybe the public ought to know that, you

I have to have car

I don't have a choice.

You know, and

The auto insurers don't pay
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don't pay entirely for the Forge Proof

3

Prescriptions, it's just sort of a general

4

allocation in which everybody, whether or not their

5

particular product is related to the benefit or to

6

the off-load, is picking up the tab, isn't it?

1

It's just

8
9

MR, PIETROLOUNGO :

Again, Mr.

Chairman, I can't be sure, but I would have to

10

suppose that if we're saving $28,000 by early

11

screening that's somehow reflected in the rate.

12

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

And it's hard

13

I guess using the rationale that -- it's hard to

14

imagine almost anything in the state that couldn't

15

be used except for public outrage this

16

suballocation formula.

11

good part of the funding that we have to raise from

18

general tax levy and just stick it all on the

19

insurance consumers because I think you could come

20

up with the justification for the either actual or

21

supposed benefits from doing fire safety

22

inspections and you know, lots of other things,

23

training for rescue people, running medical

24

clinics, and early diagnosis of, you know, of

You might be able to skip a
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possible breast cancer and cancer cases.

3

there's -- these are all great things, the question

4

is why should the insurance consumers be picking

5

them up as opposed -- is there anything in this 160

6

or 70 billion dollar budget that you believe isn't

7

justified, I mean should not be the responsibility

8

of insurance consumers?

9

MR. PIETROLOUNGO:

I mean

Well, we did

10

find, Mr. Chairman, a nexus between insurance and

11

what these programs are producing.

12

understand your point and unfortunately I don't

13

know they factored this in to the rate schedule.

14

But I'd certainly be willing to try and get back to

15

you with it, with the answer.

16

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

And I fully

And do you

17

have any idea how many of these are connected to

18

cost for personnel at the various agencies as

19

opposed to like paying for Forge Proof

20

prescriptions and --?

21

,
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MR. PIETROLOUNGO:

I think I'd

22

have to leave that up to the individual agencies to

23

determine what their specific cost was per person.

J

24

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:
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2

there a lot of --

3
4

MR. PIETROLOUNOO:

We sort of

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

-- citizens

know

5
6

livelihood depends on these suballocations.

I

7

don't think the question was ever about cutting off

8

the suballocations --

9

MR. PIETROLOUNOO:

Right.

10

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

-- it was a

11

question about the propriety of using this. you

12

know, very convenient funding mechanism which seems

13

to have, you know, gained considerable appeal over

14

the years, and I tracked the numbers here.

15

mushrooming, as we mentioned 1500 percent increase

16

in ten years as more and more of the budgeteers,

17

and I'm sorry that the budget office isn't here,

18

came up with these ideas.

19

the other question about how the decisions were

20

made.

21

other agencies, Lou, and you all have talked about

22

the programs, but were these suggestions that came

23

from the budget office to the agency saying figure

24

this out?

And it's

It is a

And so it comes back to

I know you've talked to these

}

Or did the agency go saying look, why
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2

don't we stick it to the insurance consumers to pay

3

for the TraCS Program or for the health clinic, the

4

community health program?
MR. WHALEN:

5

I can only comment,

6

Mr. Chairman, on those suballocations in the

7

Department of Health.

8

that in some cases as those programs developed at

9

the time either, you know, in budget negotiation

And I believe, as I said,

10

during the legislative session or elsewhere, that

11

the relationship was so apparent, so Managed Care

12

being an example, Forge Proof being an example,

13

Rate Setting being an example, where you don't have

14

a situation where there's a substitution. for

15

example, of previous funding sources for the

16

SUballocation.

17

Certainly in our case we do have

18

some personnel on those grants because you know.

19

Rate Setting is a function where you need a rate

20

setter to sit down.

21

think the rate setting suballocation supports two

22

or three rate setters.

23

intensive.

24

cost of printing the forms. does have, you know.

It's not a huge number.

I

Some are more staff

So, Forge Proof, in addition to the

\

)
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2

not insubstantial. I think 30 or so personnel

3

associated with that because that also involves

4

development of the prescription registry and a fair

5

amount of enforcement with undercover investigators

6

and others who will be going out and insuring that

7

that program works well.
In other cases I'm sure it was as

8
9

a function of a Division of the Budget. you know,

10

raising the question with the agency or with the

11

Insurance Department of you know. would this make

12

sense.

13

does it make sense to consider a suballocation in

14

this way.

15

It appears to us there's a benefit here,

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

For the most

16

part a collaborative decision by the agencies and

17

then you took the idea to the Division of the

18

Budget and saying, look, we've got a way to pay for

19

a program so you won't have to take it out of

20

general tax levy funds?

21

MR. WHALEN:

I think, again, it

22

depends on the particular suballocation.

In some

23

cases where there's so clear a relationship that

24

it's, you know, deemed a no-brainer, that you know,

/
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2

the relationship is quite clear, the benefit is

3

quite clear.

4

by a budget decision, but I think in all of those

5

cases there was also a discussion back with our

6

agency and with S.I.D. does this make sense, or is

7

it, you know, an off the wall.

8

plenty of off the wall ideas from the Division of

9

the Budget as well.

In other cases I'm sure it was driven

Because we get

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

10

So, do you

11

suppose if the Insurance Department had said look,

12

people are already paying enough in insurance, we

13

don't think they could pick up the tab for $16

14

million for the Forge Proof Prescription Program,

15

we think this is a bad idea, where do you think

16

that suggestion would have gone?
MR. WHALEN:

17

In that instance I

18

think the estimate was that it's going to save $75

19

million for insurers.
CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

20

It may save

21

$75 million, we don't know whether it shows up or

22

how it shows, if it shows up in their premium

23

savings.

24

I'~

sorry, Frank, you were --.
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2

MR. MILANO:

No. that's --.

3

MR. WHMEN:

I mean just as you

4

could add a line in your insurance bill that says.

5

you know. we're using X percent of your cost to do

6

this or that, it would equally arguable to say

7

we're not including this and therefore your premium

8

is going to go up because the disease burden is

9

going to increase for a population which we

10

otherwise have to cover.
CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

11

Just do you

12

think the Hospital Closing Commission ought to be

13

off-loaded to the Insurance Department budget?

14

you could probably make a case that fewer beds,

15

more rational delivery of health care results in

16

lower costs for health care consumers and so you

17

might as well make the auto payers and property and

18

casualty payers help pick up the tab for that

19

program as well.

20

MR. WHALEN:

21

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

And

I mean nothing --.
And I guess

22

I'm trying to figure out where this stops.

23

know, a third of the budget, you mentioned before

24

that the Banking Department, they have a
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2

suballocation.

3

what their total budget is in the Department?

4
5

MR. PIETROLOUNGO:
what their total budget is.

10

I don't know

Do you know

what the total suballocation is from their budget?
MR. MILANO:

8

9

Do you know

No, sir.

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

6

7

What's their budget?

Several $100,000 I

think.
CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

Considerably

11

under $1 million dollars.

12

same benefits seen from, you know, sticking it to

13

banking customers for the array of programs that

14

are paid for by fees and other things that benefit

15

banking customers as the insurance consumers?

16
17

I mean why aren't the

MR. MILANO:

Well, I'll speak for

the Department of State --

18

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

19

MR. MILANO:

All right.

-- Mr. Chairman.

20

Going back to a question you asked of Mr. Whalen a

21

couple of questions ago, I think the Department of

22

State's use of these monies in whatever form

23

they're provided is appreciated is attributable to

24

a number of different factors.
Associated Reporters Int'l., Inc.
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2

statutory obligations, fire safe cigarettes, with

3

which we're all familiar,

4

came out of a task force report and then ultimately

5

legislation which arose out of the Seton Hall

6

tragedies of the late '90s.

7

additional responsibilities.

c~us

fire safety, which

So, these are

8

In addition, we've been spending

9

a large portion of some of the Department of State

10

giving testimony to other legislative bodies

11

talking about meeting an increasing demand for fire

12

training and other different types of first

_13

responder training and a review of our provided

14

testimony will reflect that those demands continue

15

to grow and grow and grow.

16

mechanisms by which that demand can be met, both

17

the new statutory demands and the increasing

18

existing programmatic obligations and

19

responsibilities.

20

seen the largest increase over the last several

21

years virtually all of the other programs funded at

22

the Department of State have been flat.

23

fact we were originally appropriated for fire safe

24

cigarettes $5.55 million.

And these were

And but for O.F.P.C. which has

And in

}

We found -- initially we
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2

created the worlds first standard there.

After a

3

year's worth of experience we found that that was

4

not necessary and in consultation with Budget the

5

next year's appropriation in '02-03 was

6

million and that has remained flat over the last

7

three years.

8

regard.

9

statutory responsibilities have largely been the

$1.07

So, experience has helped us in that

And the expanded obligations in new

10

cause for those allocation increases for the

11

Department of State.
CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

12

I certainly

13

appreciate the work the Department's done on the

14

fire safe cigarette issue and you know, you are to

15

be commended.

16

in Boston, Harvard School for Public Health, which

17

your representative was there and the work that

18

your agency did was

19

I was at a conference two weeks ago

MR. MILANO:

Thank you.

with

20

some appropriate urging from other sources it was

21

the worlds first standard.

22

had failed, the state of Vermont had failed.

23

Canada adopted a national standard utilizing our

24

standard and a couple of other states have adopted

The national government
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1

2

that standard as well.

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

3

4

So, thank you.
A significant

state on the West Coast --

5

MR. MILANO:

It's under --.

6

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

when

7

Governor Schwarzenegger signed a bill modeled on

8

ours.

9

MR. MILANO:

10
11

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

But let me --

the suballocations, though, have not been.
Insignificant.

12

You started off

13

in '94,

'95 with a $1 million dollars, it's now at

14

$100 million and that's a -- I'm trying to figure

15

out, that's a quantum leap over, you know, a

16

decade.

That's

17

MR. MILANO:

Some of those

18

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

Your

19

suballocations, you know, exceed the growth and the

20

suballocations of the Department by 2 or 300

21

percent.

22

MR. MILANO:

Well, for example,

23

in code $6 million of that is directly attributable

24

to the fact that between '98 and '02 codes was out

)
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1

2

of a special revenue fund.

3

determined beginning in '02-03 that the codes

4

program would be funded out of that amount.

5

accounts for a full $6 million.
CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

6

7

And then it was

MR. MILANO:

9

was a special insurance 'fund.

10

That was 54-G.

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

11

special

12

revenue account?

13

MR. MILANO:

14

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

MR. MILANO:

decided

20

at that point to

23
24

Yes.
Assessed

Against

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

19

22

Was it a

municipalities.

18

21

That

against?

16

17

What was the

source of that special revenue account?

8

15

That

MR. MILANO:

And so we

Beginning--

beginning in . 02 and • 03.
CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

-- substitute

that with an assessment against insurance
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consumers?
MR. MILANO:

3

I think beyond

4

providing health, safety and welfare benefits to

5

all New Yorkers the programs at the Department of

6

State do directly benefit insurance consumers and

7

do help keep their insurance premiums at a lesser

8

rate than they would otherwise be if the Department

9

wasn't providing those services.

10

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

I'd just

11

suggested that, you know, these programs, as worthy

12

as they may be, benefit in many ways all New

13

Yorkers.

14

MR. MILANO:

They do.

15

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

And to the

16

extent that, you know, you start breaking out

17

funding sources, and we often looked at special

18

revenue accounts and, you know, paying for programs

19

with fines and other kinds of things, making them

20

highly dependent.

21

flexible way because you don't depend on how much

22

the fines are, you just depend on how much you

23

think you need and then back door it through the

24

assessment process back to insurance consumers.

This happens to be a very
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2

And I'd just suggest to you that may not be the

3

most appropriate way to pay for -- to cover state

4

obligations except for the convenience of not

5

having to pay for these things with general revenue

6

dollars which are always scarce, particularly when

7

you can
MR. MILANO:

8

9
10
11
12

But I would

respond
CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

-- who do have

a choice on some of these issues.
MR. MILANO:

My response to that

13

would be that there are, and you'll find it in the

14

testimony, written testimony, demonstrable

15

instances of programs which the Department of State

16

employs and undertakes which do directly benefit

17

the insurance consumer.

18

services organization, for example, which SO

19

percent of which is directly related to fire

20

protection within a given municipality and within a

21

given district within the municipality that depends

22

on such things as the efficacy and efficiency of a

23

given locality'S fire department, its equipment,

24

its training, its number of volunteers.

There is an insurance
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In addition to that, a large

2
3

component of

the I.S.O. rating depends upon

4

whether or not a municipality has a building code

5

and whether or not it's effectively enforced.

6

higher -- it's ranked from one to ten, one being

7

best, ten being the highest.

8

you have the more insurance, homeowners insurance

9

premium you will pay.

A

The higher ranking

And it would not even be

10

uncommon, and it is not uncommon within a given

11

municipality for one fire district to have a better

12

I.S.O. rating than the next.

13

higher districts are paying more.

14

extent that we can provide services and keep an

15

I.S.O. rating for a given fire district, for

16

example, lower, that will be a direct benefit to an

17

insurance consumer.

18

testimony which will reflect that New York State is

19

very well represented in terms of fire debts per

20

capita and casualty losses per capita.

21

very good and we're very, very competitive and the

22

reason for that is directly attributable to many of

23

the programs being employed at the Department of

24

State that are directly funded by the Department of

The people in the
So, to the

And there is a chart in the

We're very,

)
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Insurance.

3

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

4

several other questions.

5

Search and Rescue Program.

6

to insurance costs in any way?

I've got just

Tell me about the Urban
How does that connect

7

MR. MILANO:

The Urban Search and

8

Rescue Program is a program that responds to a

9

variety of natural and man-made disasters.

It also

10

is deployed to save people, rescue people.

And to

11

the extent that it performs services which enables

12

a municipality to save life and save property, it

13

responded to mud slides and collapsed structures in

14

Schenectady.

15

and save lives. dollars will be saved.

16

believe. a 512.000 appropriation modest and it's

17

very well regarded and very well received.

And to the extent that they respond

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

18

That's. I

Well, Wow the

19

tap dance kid and that's no disrespect for -- only

20

I realize these decisions, and Lou, I know you

21

addressed this in your statement, primarily are

22

driven by the one agency that isn't here, which is

23

the Division of the Budget, that comes up by my

24

understanding and from your testimony with a lot of

)
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the initiation of these ideas and some of --.
MR. MILANO:

3

Mr. Chairman, the

4

USAR Team does save lives and that matters and it

5

matters obviously, but it further matters in terms

6

of insurance rates being set.

7

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

8

about it.

9

ways with lots of other things.

No question

I mean insurance is linked in many, many
I mean I can think

:10

of ideas in the agricultural field and many other

~1

areas that perhaps haven't yet found their way to

12

the Division of the Budget where we could come up

.13

with justifications for, you know, continuing this

14

run-up on these suballocations as opposed to paying

15

for these worthy programs by direct tax levy funds

16

which is the role of government and not to try to

17

figure out subsets to pay for things that while

18

they save lives they benefit everybody.

19

appreciate that and obviously this is going to be a

20

concern I have.

21

Will

So, I

you may ask some

22

questions.

And I just want to make sort of a final

23

request though.

24

on these suballocations I would ask that you

As part of this continuing focus
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2

actually provide us with -- and you have done it in

3

here, but sort of running -- a running estimate of

4

what you figure savings are and how those are

5

reflected in premiums.

6

particularly pleased to find that their premiums in

7

the auto field are the second highest in the

8

country and you know, on the border being the

9

highest, and that part of that cost is attributable

10

to things that might well save them money, but they

11

don't see it that way.

12

those checks for premiums and they find out that

13

they're two dollars less from being the most

14

expensive in the country, I mean they are not happy

15

and the idea that somehow premiums would be even

16

higher except for the fact that your premiums are

17

so high that we're using some of this money to keep

18

them from going even higher, is a particularly

19

appealing message and it's not very easy to sort of

20

sell that message to people that are angry and that

21

we hear about, Lou, you know, and you do too, I

22

know you do, complaining about the premiums.

23

24

I don't think anybody is

I mean when they write

And this final item.

We've asked

before and we raised these issues at the last
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budget hearing about the releasing the budget

3

our consideration of the budget.

4

Do you ever hear from

the

5

insurance industry complaining about these

6

suballocations or are they just perfectly happy to,

7

you know, sock it to us and we're just going to

8

pass it along, we can blame you, we don't have to

9

make any judgment about this?

10

}
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MR. PIETROLOUNGO:

11

at.test to the fact that

12

but I have not heard any complaints.

13

~hey're

I cannot

perfectly happy,

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

I heard a lot

14

of complaints when we proposed -- when the

15

Department -- when the Governor proposed to tax

16

certain segments of the industry more.

17

there was a howl about that, but I have never heard

18

anybody complain about this.

19

experience that no industry people have ever voiced

20

concerns or objections to these suballocations?

21

And I know

Is that your

MR. PIETROLOUNGO:

When I check

22

with my coworkers and the folks that have been

23

around for a while they indicate to me, no, they

24

haven't heard anything.

Whether or not there are
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2

whispers and people would like to see things

3

different and just don't want to state them

4

publicly, I'm not sure, but certainly many of these

5

programs I've talked to folks about -- and

6

especially in a fraud area because that's, you

7

know, and everyone is happy with those particular

8

areas, and
CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

9

It wasn't that

10

long ago when I was having hearings on the fraud

11

issue.

12

MR. PIETROLOUNGO:

I remember.

13

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

And the

14

industry itself was perfectly sanguine about what

15

was going on because they didn't give a damn, they

16

were just passing along the costs of fraud and you

17

know, it didn't make any difference to them because

18

they weren't swallowing the costs.

19

come a long way and the Department's been an active

20

partner in that effort to get them to focus their

21

attentions on fraud, but it's the same kind of

22

thing.

23

fraud -- until fraud, you know. started to be

24

the

Now, they've

I didn't hear a word complaining about

i
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2
3

MR. PIETROLOUNGO:

one has come to me to complain, so --.
CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

4

5

As I said, no

Okay, sir.

Will.

ASSEMBLYMEMBER BARCLAY:

6

7

have maybe a short question.

8

testimony.

9

with the suballocations.

I just

I appreciate all your

I don't necessarily have any problem
The programs only seem

10

cost beneficial and I don't really have a problem

11

with how they're paid for, but I do share some of

12

the Chairman's concern about the nexus to

13

insurance.

14

of all, has there ever been a program maybe to your

15

knowledge that's been turned down because the nexus

16

was maybe too far afield of the insurance indust.ry?

What do you think going -- well, first

17
18
19

MR. PIETROLOUNGO:
of that.

I'm not aware

No, sir.
ASSEMBLYMEMBER BARCLAY:

Is there

20

anything in place going forward to ensure that

21

there is a solid nexus between this and you know,

22

it's not paying for something that maybe should

23

more be paid for by general funds?

I

24

MR. PIETROLOUNGO:
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2

understanding that that's just part of the process

3

as they move these things through the budget.

4

mean these are discussed and decisions are made and

5

things are accepted or not accepted, you know, and

6

I guess that would be the best place to begin to

7

look in depth at what's going on.

8
9

ASSEMBLYMEMBER BARCLAY:
How about in the Department of State?

I

Right.

I know you

10

obviously get a lot of your funding probably

11

through fees and whatnot.

12

suballocations that you provide for other programs

13

that may aren't related?

14

Pete mentioned the banking.

15

common -- I may be naive about some of the

16

budgetary process.

17

Are there any

I don't know.

You know,

Are there -- is that a

Is that --?
MR. MILANO:

We receive from some

18

other state agencies, NYSERDA and ENCON, some other

19

modest suballocations as well, but this is the

20

primary source of our sub-allocated funds to the

21

Department.

22
23

ASSEMBLYMEMBER BARCLAY:

Do you

do any sub-allocating yourself?

)

24

MR. MILANO;
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back to you on that.

3
4

ASSEMBLYMEMBER BARCLAY:
lost that material.

5
6

MR. MILANO:
physical director.

7
8

Yeah, I

I'm looking at my

Thanks.
MR. BARCLAy:

No, thank you.

That's all.

9

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

Dennis, just a

10

couple of other things about the Triplicate

11

Prescription Form Program that morphed into the

12

Forge Proof.

13

Prescription Program?

14

was that a.Departmental direct appropriation?

Who paid for the Triplicate
Was that a suballocation or

15

MR. WHALEN:

16

special revenue account that I think was -- you

17

recall that we borrowed some for that from the

18

P.M.C. account.

19

pads that were ordered by the physicians.

20

and this can change over time.

21

reason that we chose to move ahead with the Forge

22

Proof Program at no cost to the physician was

23

you'll recall that this, I think. was the second or

24

third year where this was proposed, but we were

No, that was a

We also had fees related to the
I mean

I mean part of the

}
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2

successful largely because physician concern about

3

the cost of new pads was put by the wayside.

4

will have to be examined as physicians get more

5

used to using this new program.

6

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

That

I guess the

7

question is are you requesting a reappropriation of

8

the same amount for the Forge Proof?

9

in next year's budget

10
11

MR. WHALEN:

Well. what do

you --?

12
13

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

-- the Forged

Proof Prescription Program?
Yes.

14

MR . WHALEN:

15

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

16

MR. WHALEN:

17

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

18

Will that be.

So--

But I think the --.
-- $15 million

a year to print prescription pads?

19

MR. WHALEN:

I think the reques t

20

will be -- you know, there may well be some

21

reappropriation that's in a ramp-up period, so it's

22

just starting and I'm not sure at what level it

,

23

will be in.

"'

24

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:
Associated Reporters Int'I., Inc.
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2

somewhat rhetorical, Dennis.

3

your budget that you couldn't sit here and make a

4

argument for nexus insurance?

5

MR. WHALEN:

Is there any part of

I mean I think

6

there's clearly a relationship between health

7

status, early intervention, the efficacy of

8

treatment in an earlier stage of disease as opposed

9

to a later stage of disease that would have an

10

impact on how an insurer would look at the question

11

actuarially and decide to price a premium.

12

there are some things that are quite clearly more

-13

related, again, and I point to those where there's

14

an intersect between responsibilities that both

15

S.I.D. and Health share over Article 44 programs or

16

setting rates directly related to insurance issues.

17

You know, it's more difficult on the health side

18

although we've chosen to really focus on those

19

screening and more of the preventive and the

20

chronic disease area side than to simply say yeah,

21

everything is fair game and we can do a

22

sUballocation.
CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

23
24

-

relief.

-~

..

That's a

And just a question about the Office of
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2

Fire Prevention and Control.

3

for with suballocations?

Is that entirely paid

4

MR. MILANO:

5

approximately 62 percent of O. F . P. C. 's budget.

No.

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

6

It represents

And what did

7

it -- is that -- what did it used to be?

8

a hundred percent?
MR. MILANO:

9

What, the

10

suballocation monies?

11

and the suballocations to O.F.P.C. have increased

12

over the last nine years.

13

has averaged over that nine-year period about six

14

percent, never exceeding six percent, except in two

15

years where there was a dramatic jump in the early

16

'01-02 period.

17

increases.

18

say that O.F.P.C. over the last nine or ten years

19

has seen its suballocation increase by

20

approximately six percent.

21

its $23.7 million budget I think 13 or 14 are

22

sub-allocated through the Insurance Department.

23

No.

That was

It evolved over time

I hasten to add that it

There were some retroactive pay

So, for argument's sake it's fair to

And there other

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

And on the

)
24

fire safe cigarette suballocation were any of
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2

these -- was any of that money for the

3

suballocation used for new hires or was it all for

4

contracting out the technical work?

5

MR. MILANO:

Both.

6

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

Both.
Can you give

7

me at some point if not today, how many new hires

8

were paid for that versus --7

9

MR. MILANO:

I think strictly off

10

of the appropriation I think we hired four

11

F.T.E.'s.

12

fire protection specialists that are involved in

13

the program that do other things,

14

New York City they'll be doing a campus fire

15

inspection, on a Tuesday they'll be doing their

16

fire safe inspections.

17

but we did, I believe, hire four new people off of

18

the allocated funds.

But having said that, we have ,thirty two

So, it's not a question,

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

19

On a Monday in

Any of the

20

personnel that are paid for with this program, I

21

guess, are anything linked to a suballocation

22

targeted to enforce -- do enforcement work?
MR. MILANO:

23

Those are the 32 I'm

j

24

speaking of.

The 32 fire protection specialists
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2

are enforcing the fire safe standard now today.

3

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

Can you

4

just -- we can follow up on this later.

5

they do?
MR. MILANO:

6

Sure.

What do

Well, between

7

February 1st of this year and November 30th of this

8

year I believe they conducted approximately 926

9

inspections.

They go to retailers and they first

10

ensure that the product on the shelf is marked as

11

compliant.

12

with fire safe cigarettes today is actually test

13

the cigarettes that are on the market.

14

enforcement is they're out in the field,

15

geographically spread, going throughout the state

16

to find any violations and refer them to the

17

Attorney General.

The other big portion of what we do

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

18

But the

And the field

19

testing of cigarettes is done internally or

20

contracted?

21

MR. MILANO:

We contracted that.

22

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

All right.

Thank you.

23
)

MR. MILANO;

24

....

~-

-------

----.
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CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

2
3

Thank you very

much.

4

Kathy Bennett.

5

MS. KATHY BENNETT, CHIEF OF

6

LEGISLATIVE BUREAU, OFFICE OF ATTORNEY GENERAL:

7

Good afternoon.

8

the Chief of the Attorney General's Legislative

9

Bureau.

My name is Kathy Bennett and I'm

Attorney General Spitzer

10
11

appreciates your interest in our activities and we

12

welcome this chance to come here today to talk to

13

you about our accomplishments with the two

14

suballocations that we receive from the Insurance

15

Department.

16

replaces other funding in the Attorney General's

17

budget.

18

that have enabled us to target specific types of

19

unlawful activity.

20

suballocation supports our efforts to fight auto

21

insurance fraud, and I'll address those efforts

22

first.

23
J

24

Neither of these suballocations

Rather, they represent additional funds

The larger and longer existing

New York's no-fault law governs
the provision of medical care to people injured in
Associated Reporters Int'!., Inc.
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2

motor vehicle accidents.

3

victim may also pursue a separate bodily injury

4

claim including damages for pain and suffering, if

5

he or she has suffered a serious injury as a result

6

of an accident.

7

from the Insurance Department, in the state's

8

no-fault program have been identified by the

9

industry as a major factor in escalating policy

An injured accident

Fraudulent claims, as you heard

10

premiums.

11

professionals and others have conspired to prey on

12

the insurance system with the costs of their

13

illegal activity passed on to insurance consumers.

For too long shady steerers, crooked

In 2001 as a result of Governor's

14
15

Executive Order 109, appointing the Attorney

16

General as special prosecutor for insurance auto

17

fraud, we established a unit, the Auto Insurance

18

Fraud Unit, A.I.F.U., in the Attorney General's

19

office.

20

Insurance Department.

21

It, is funded with a suballocation from the

Between January 2002, when

22

A.I.F.U. made its first sweep of arrests, and last

23

month, felony charges have been brought against a

24

total of 272 defendants in 18 counties throughout

}
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New York State.

3

doctors, lawyers, medical clinic managers and

4

owners and steerers who are individuals who refer

5

accident victims to medical clinics and law firms

6

in exchange for money.

7

215 guilty pleas and verdicts at trial, yielding a

8

conviction rate of 90 percent.

9

imposed have ranged from probation to three and a

10
11
J

Proceedings - Insurance - 12-20-2005
The defendants have included

We have obtained a total of

The sentences

half to seven years in state prison.
I will begin by describing the

12

details of some of our cases to illustrate the

13

complexity of the schemes we encounter.

14

that with respect to pending criminal cases,

15

individual defendants are, of course, presumed

16

innocent until and unless proved guilty.

17

I note

In 2004, 20 individuals were

18

charged in Queens in a far-reaching scheme to

19

defraud insurance carriers of an estimated 1

20

million under the no-fault system.

21

including doctors, other health care providers,

22

attorneys and steerers were alleged to have

23

manipulated the no-fault system by soliciting motor

24

vehicle accident victims to attend a medical clinic
Associated Reportev; Int'!., Inc.
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1
2

purportedly owned by one of the defendants, a

3

doctor.

4

actually managed and controlled by two of the other

5

defendants, neither of whom had health provider

6

licenses or any medical training.

The indictment alleged that the clinic was

7

Once solicited to attend the

8

clinic, patients allegedly received a range of

9

health care services which were medically

10

unnecessary including physical therapy,

11

acupuncture, chiropractic treatment, biofeedback,

12

psychotherapy and dental care.

13

alleged that in addition to providing unwarranted

14

treatment, the clinic fraudulently billed no-fault

15

carriers for services that were never provided.

16

The case also involved steerers who allegedly paid

17

patients to attend the clinic or promised patients

18

they would receive lucrative financial settlements

19

from bodily injury claims.

20

defendants have pleaded guilty, eleven are awaiting

21

trial.

22

The indictment

To date, nine

In a different type of case

23

brought in 2004, 23 defendants were charged with

24

operating two separate auto insurance fraud rings

Associated Reporters Int'l., Inc.
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2

in Brooklyn and Queens and submitting more than

3

$350,000 in fraudulent personal injury claims to

4

insurance carriers.

5

New York City Correction officers, staged car

6

accidents and then submitted phony bills to

7

insurance carriers for claimed injuries.

8

defendants received thousands of dollars in bodily

9

injury settlements paid out by carriers

The defendants, including two

Several

10

representing the at fault drivers in the staged

11

accidents.

12

the defendants, one is a fugitive.

Convictions were obtained against 22 of

_13

In late 2004, in another

14

prosecution involving staged accidents, 32

15

individuals were charged in the Bronx with

16

sUbmitting phony no-fault claims to 13 different

17

carriers.

18

to have employed two different scenarios to stage

19

accidents.

20

cars would intentionally crash into one another.

21

In the second the driver of a car would cause an

22

accident with an unsuspecting driver, frequently a

23

taxi or livery cab driver, and the occupants of the

24

car were then directed to no-fault clinics in the

In this ring the defendants were alleged

In one scenario, the drivers of two

)
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2

Bronx for treatment of their injuries.

3

twenty-five of those charged have pleaded guilty,

4

seven cases are pending.

To date,

Last month the grand jury in

5
6

Queens indicted eight individuals in one law firm

7

for enterprise corruption.

8

two medical doctors, a personal injury attorney and

9

his law firm, and the owners of three Queens

The defendants included

10

medical clinics who submitted false bodily injury

11

claims.
In addition to charges of

12
13

enterprise corruption, which is a B felony, money

14

laundering and grand larceny, a civil enforcement

15

action, has been instituted against the defendants

16

seeking the forfeiture of over $2.2 million in

17

illegally obtained proceeds.

18

eventual recovery of that amount, our office

19

obtained a court order freezing assets of the

20

defendants, including their bank accounts and real

21

property.

22

To facilitate

In Orange County this year 25

23

people were convicted for their roles in operating

24

stolen vehicle ring.

)

The defendants were convicted
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2

of crimes relating to the theft of vehicles,

3

switching of vehicle VINs, falsely reporting that

4

vehicles had been stolen and collecting insurance

5

proceeds based on false representations of losses.

6

We've also prosecuted defendants

7

who stole luxury cars by assuming the identity of

8

people who had left the country, billed for

9

ambulette trips when, in fact, no transport or less

10

expensive private car transport was provided,

11

falsely claimed to have provided biofeedback

12

therapy and psychological testing and impersonated

13,

attorneys.

14

complex and ever-evolving and require labor

15

intensive investigations.

16

The schemes are widespread, diverse,

In addition to obtaining criminal

17

convictions and enhancing public safety, we also

18

have obtained almost $1.3 million in court-ordered

19

judgments and fines, forfeiture and restitution and

20

recovered vehicles worth over $1 million.

21

But equally important has been a

22

concrete benefit for consumers.

The Insurance

23

Department announced yesterday that as a result of

24

anti-fraud efforts it has been able to negotiate

J
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2

rate reductions estimated to save New York policy

3

holders more than $400 million in 2005.
Our accomplishments demonstrate

4
5

that the Auto Insurance Fraud suballocation budget

6

for 2005-06 of $5.03 million and the 50 positions

7

it supports, including ten attorneys, 23

8

investigators, eight auditors, six analysts and

9

three support staff has been a wise investment for

10

New York's auto insurance policy holders.

11

important to note that throughout its existence,

12

A.I,F.U. has received tremendous support and

13

assistance from the State Insurance Department, the

14

state police, the Fraud Accident Investigations

15

Squad of the New York City Police Department and

16

other law enforcement agencies.

17

aided as well by the numerous valuable referrals

18

from insurance carriers Special Investigation Units

19

and assistance from the National Insurance Crime

20

Bureau.

21

And it's

Our efforts were

Our second Insurance Department

22

suballocation came into effect this year and

23

supports the continuing work of our Investment

24

Protection and Criminal Prosecution Bureaus in the

,)
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2

investigation of steering, bid-rigging and other

3

fraudulent practices among brokers and carriers in

4

the insurance industry.
The investigations began in early

5
6

2004, with a review of commercial insurance

7

brokers' receipt of contingent commissions.

8

revealed a widespread practice of brokers steering

9

customers to insurers from which they received

10

undisclosed commissions in violation of their

11

fiduciary obligation to their customers, as well as

12

a bid-rigging -- a bid-rigging cartel involving the

13

largest of the brokers, Marsh & McLennan Company

14

and several leading property and casualty insurers.

15

In October 2004, the office brought suit against

16

Marsh and simultaneously announced guilty pleas by

17

three insurance company executives.

18

brought suit, excuse me, in 2004, against U.L.R., a

19

major consultant in the field of employee benefit

20

insurance projects for deceptive and fraudulent

21

practices.

22

They

We also

During the first quarter of 2005,

23

the office reached agreements with the three

24

largest brokers in the United States, Marsh, Aeon
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Corporation and Willis Group.

3

provide refunds to policy holders totaling

4

approximately $1.1 billion.

5

far-reaching business reforms including a ban on

6

contingent commissions that will benefit consumers

7

by bringing brokers incentives into line with

8

policy holders interests and increasing the

9

transparency of broker compensation dollars.

10

The agreements will

They also entail

Our investigation of the

11

insurance industry has expanded to a review

12

so-called finite insurance products used to

13

manipulate the financial reports of public

14

companies as a possible violation of New York's

15

Martin Act.

16

the office filed a legal proceeding against the

17

American.International Group in June of this year,

18

alleging that A.I.G. and its senior executives had

19

engaged in a number of violations of New York State

20

law involving fraudulent financial reporting and

21

under-reporting of workers' comp premiums to avoid

22

payment of taxes and assessments in New York and

23

elsewhere.

24

A.I.G. is likely.

In part as a result of this review,

A settlement of all claims against

)

We continue to investigate other
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2

insurers as well with regard to finite insurance.

3

Our investigation of contingent

4

commissions, bid-rigging, and steering also

5

continues.

6

insurance carriers and Marsh have pleaded guilty to

7

criminal charges, and in September a New York

8

County grand jury returned a 37 count indictment

9

against eight former Marsh executives for their

To date 17 more employees of four

10

participation in scheme to defraud, bid-rigging and

11

grand larceny.

12

In the civil area we're

13

continuing to review practices of carriers in the

14

excess casualty and employee benefit lines of

15

insurance and have broadened our review of

16

insurance brokers and agents that accept contingent

17

commissions.

18

those investigations are likely and will result in

19

further monetary benefits to policy holders and

20

business practice reforms.

21

Additional settlements arising out of

The impact of our lawsuits,

22

prosecutions and continuing investigations to date

23

far exceeds the $3 million suballocation that

24

supports the efforts of six attorneys, six

.'
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2

investigators and six support staff whose efforts

3

we expect will continue to provide substantial

4

benefit for insurance policy holders into the

5

future.

6

The Department of Law" s

7

successful use of these suballocations provides a

8

tangible benefit to New Yorkers and we would

9

greatly appreciate your continued support for this

10

funding.

11

Thank you.

12

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

Thank you,

13

Kathy.

14

testimony from the three agencies that were

15

represented before because I'm not questioning the

16

benefi ts of the money, it's the nexus
MS. BENNETT:

17

18
19

I appreciate the testimony as I did the

Okay.

I appreciate

that.
CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

-- it's the

20

nexus to insurance consumers that concerns me.

21

my expectation is at least as far as the Attorney

22

General's investigation of the shenanigans going on

23

with the brokers and the bid-riggers and the

24

insurance industry is those investigations arguably
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2

would have been undertaken with or without the

3

suballocation as part of your ongoing

4

responsibilities to protect the people of New York

5

from fraud and abuse.

6

So, I guess I just -- this is a

7

hard question for you because, you know, we've

8

chosen. the administration has chosen to provide

9

these resources in lieu of money out of the general

10

budget to do the work that you've done.

11

in your budget requests you don't make -- you don't

12

break out where the money comes from, you are

13

concerned with the money the agency receives as

14

opposed to sources?
MS. BENNETT:

15

I gather

Well. I think when

16

we work with D.O.B. I mean it is styled as a

17

suballocation. these funds.
CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

18

It's not

19

linked in any way. you don't get to retain the

20

penalties that you

21

MS. BENNETT:

22

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

23

assessed?

No.
-- that are

Those go into the general fund?

)

24

MS. BENNETT:
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go into the general fund, but I mean a lot of what

3

we've been able to achieve, you know, sort of flows

4

back to insurers.
CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

5

6

and --

7

MS. BENNETT:

8

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

9

Well, it does,

Yeah.

another it goes back to insurers.

one way or
I suspect that

10

most of

those benefits don't necessarily go to the

11

people that buy insurance as opposed to insurance

12

company policy holders and executives who seem to

13

do well in almost any situation and that is part of

14

this flow-through which isn't your agency's

15

responsibility except to document the work you do

16

with the money that you receive as opposed to being

17

able to assume that the savings are then, you know,

18

somehow reflected in policy holders premiums.

19

Department's announcement in 2005, I think is

20

welcome.

21

obviously is appreciated.

22

taken this long with the changes that they have

23

undertaken with their own rules and regulations and

24

the laws that we've passed to help them carry out

The

$400 million is a lot of savings which
I'm surprised that it's
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their mission to have that reflected.

3

this is part of my ongoing focus --

4

MS. BENNETT:

5

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

And again

Right.
on the

6

Insurance

7

Department and their aggressiveness in looking

8

after the consumers interests.

9

trade-off between those 70 million, 67 million

But I guess this

10

dollars, whatever the amount is of which the

11

allocation for your agency's a relatively small

12

part--

13

MS. BENNETT:

Right.

14

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

there's no

15

question in my mind.

We had another hearing on

16

part of this a little while ago, but the agency

17

returns -- makes a good return on the monies that

18

are invested by the public and in this case it's by

19

the premium by the policy holders.

20

way, I guess -- do you ever document that somehow

21

this information when it's passed along to the

22

Insurance Department is done in any way that they

23

can factor that into the impact on premiums?

24

just announced the settlements of your cases
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2

outcomes of your prosecutions.

3

MS. BENNETT:

4

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

Uh-huh.
And that

5

information is then either the check is handed over

6

if there's a penalty or fine to the budget office

7

or to the comptroller, I guess, whoever

8

MS. BENNETT:

9

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

10

that.

11

of --

Right.

But that's the extent of your documentation

12

MS. BENNETT:

13

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

14

elects

Well
-- the impact

of the activities that you take?
MS. BENNETT:

15

You know, it

16

depends on the case.

I mean certainly in some of

17

our settlement documents with insurance companies,

18

you know, there are specific requirements that they

19

have to meet.

20

have a specific one in mind.

21

insurance it's more diffused.

22

out there and putting people in jail and asking for

23

asset forfeiture we're assuming that we have a

24

deterrence effect on what's going on.

I mean I'm not -- you know, if you
I mean on the auto
You know, by being

i
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2

you know, the Insurance Department has statistics

3

that show that anti-fraud efforts have been

4

successful, both you know, ours at the A.G. 's

5

office and other things that they've done and

6

that's led to rate reduction.

7

the -- you know, in the Investment Protection

S

Bureau settlements there are often requirements and

9

I'd be glad to get those to you if you want them.

10
11

So -- but I mean in

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:
refunds of --

12

MS. BENNETT:

13

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

14

For past

Right.
monies that

were inappropriately paid for insurance premiums?

15

MS. BENNETT:

Right.

16

ASSEMBLYMEMBER BARCLAY:

Thank

17

you for your testimony.

Just a quick question.

18

there any programs in the A.G. 's office where --

19

you've mentioned two here that are directly linked

20

to insurance or insurance fraud or something that

21

is not paid through suballocations outside of --

22

you know, I know you have a general prosecutorial

23

obligation. but is there any direct program that's

24

paid by the A.G.'s office?

,i
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MS. BENNETT:

No.

I mean I

3

suppose the Medicaid fraud program has some effect

4

on, you know, health care more generally, but these

5

are really the two main ones that deal with

6

insurance.

7

certainly if there are consumer complaints about

8

insurance companies we accept them in our Consumer

I mean we do, you know, accept

·9

Fraud's Bureau.

10

programs.

But these are our two main

11

ASSEMBLYMEMBER BARCLAY:

12

MS. BENNETT:

13

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

Thanks.

You're welcome.
Just let me

14

you also deal with the banking industry.

15

receive any money in suballocations from the

16

Banking Department for --

17

MS. BENNETT:

18

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

19

Do you

No.
-- for your

activities?

20

MS. BENNETT:

No.

21

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

22

MS. BENNETT:

You don't?

Not that I know of.

23

I mean I can check, but nothing comes to mind.

24

I'll get back to you --.

j
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CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

Bank customers

3

that benefit from your activities get a free ride

4

as far as fees and other kinds of expenses that

5

might be passed along to them whereas the insurance

6

consumers are asked to pick up a portion of the

7

overall tab?

B
9

MS. BENNETT.:

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

MS. BENNETT:

- - no Banking

Department suballocation comes to mind offhand.

14
15

I'm not aware

of any either.

12
13.

I will check

on that, but I don't

10
11

Yeah.

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

Thank you.

Thank you very much.
MS. BENNETT:

16

Thank you.

17
1B
19

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

President of New York Health Plan Association.

20

/

Paul Macielak,

MR. PAUL MACIELAK,PRESIDENT, NEW

21

YORK HEALTH PLAN ASSOCIATION:

Assemblyman Grannis,

22

Assemblyman Barclay, I appreciate the opportunity

23

to testify.

24

which I'll just try and summarize and hit a few

I've submitted a written statement
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So, the Health Plan Association

3
4

represents a number of the health plan national,

5

regional, P.H.S.P. managed long-term care plans in

6

the state.

7

bi-plans and a diverse population is therefore

8

served.

9

We offer a number of multi-products,

What I'd like to go on the record

10

as saying is that at least the Health Plan

11

Association has opposed in the past, opposes today,

12

will oppose in the future 332 suballocations.

13

question the legal basis for a 332 suballocation

14

that within the four corners of the statute there

15

is no mention of suballocation other than the term

16

the indirect service to be provided.

17

there's been a lot of discussion here today about a

18

nexus I think the term nexus needs to be better

19

defined or else you'll end up in the situation I

20

think you alluded to in both cases.

21

We

And while

I mean all of the Health

22

Department's budget could conceivably have an

23

impact on insurance, health insurance rates and

24

could conceivably all be paid through a 332

)
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suballocation.

3

could be paying for all the bridge and road

4

construction in the state because that would

5

increase traffic safety and that likewise would

6

increase health safety and/or P&C safety as well.

7

So, the definition of a nexus needs to be more

8

strongly defined if there is to be a suballocation.

9

I carry that logic forward, we

Something that has not been

10

discussed, but is critical in the discussion, is

11

that the 332 suballocation is inequitable and

12.

unfair because it imposes this tax on a narrow base

13

of premium.

14

insured plans in the state and is only applied to

15

New Yor·k domicile insurers.

16

interested to hear, and I thought it was ironic,

17

the reference by the Insurance Department that the

18

Banking Department's Holocaust Claims Processing of

19

insurance claims for European company policies that

20

is paid for on the backs of New York domiciled

21

insurers.

22

It does not include any of the self

That's why I was

Similarly, the reference to the

23

Attorney General's broker practices inquiries

24

includes in many cases some self insured plans
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2

which don't contribute to the suballocations.

It

3

creates an incentive to self insure to avoid this

4

particular assessment or tax.

5

the P&C or life industry, but you clearly know.

6

Assemblyman Grannis, that the health plans pay a

7

lot of money in terms of HCRA surcharges, well over

8

a billion dollars today.

9

HCRA surcharge almost as the cake and the 332

I'm not speaking for

I'd like to think of that

10

suballocation's almost like a frosting and

11

sprinkles.

12

know, $63 million in suballocations in the

13

Insurance Department split amongst P&C Life and

14

Health industry, whereas in the HCRA arena we're

15

paying over a billion dollars.

16

created some of the difficulty that health plans

17

have had in opposing some of the suballocations.

18

We're out fighting 50 and 60 million dollars

19

increases in HCRA surcharges and then sort of

20

buried within the budgets another 15,20 million in

21

terms of 332 suballocation.

Because we're talking here about, you

And that has

22

We've spent a lot of time talking

23

about the D.O.I. increased use of suballocation and

24

the Comptroller's audit. I think. highlights part
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2

of the problem in terms of its increased use.

And

3

from 2003 to 2004, the audit report of the

4

Comptroller indicates that the D.O.I. budget went

5

up approximately 22 million dollars.

6

amount, 20 million was attributable

7

suballocation.

8

suballocation budget increase, I mean the D.O.I.

9

budget would have been basically a status quo

Of that
to

So, but for an increased

10

equation.

And it's our position that if it's

11

really to pay for public goods, public health, then

12

all New Yorkers ought to contribute to that payment

13

and there ought to be a general fund payment and

14

allocation.

15

Payment for programs for cancer

16

screening for the uninsured is in our mind a public

17

health function.

18

clearly not bad, but it doesn't have a direct tie

19

and/or service to those that are paying this

20

increased assessment.

That·s not necessarily bad.

It's

21

Finally, the calculation of the

22

332 assessment, at least for health plans, it's a

23

mystery.

24

on it the fact that if you don't pay in the first

plans get a quarterly invoice which has

!
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month there's a five percent penalty and you get a

3

one percent interest tacked on every month

4

thereafter.

5

There is no information provided to the health

6

plans about what the premium is and/or by line of

7

business that's used to calculate that plan's

8

numerator.

9

no Medicaid, Medicare, Family Health Plus or CHIP

The calculation is not verifiable.

There are exclusions by law.

There's

10

assessment that's included in this calculation.

11

But there's no data provided back to the plan to

12

ensure that the data on which they're being

13

assessed is accurately calculated.

14

And I'd like to point out that

15

the Health plan Association spent two years

16

fighting to get the Medicaid lives and premium

17

excluded from the 332 assessment as the P.H.S.P.

18

premiums and lives were not being taxed and we

19

wanted that same, you know. equity for the

20

commercial plans that were offering Medicaid

21

Managed Care as well.

22

be more disclosure and transparency in the

23

calculation of the overall assessment, let alone as

24

it applies to suballocation.

At a minimum there ought to
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2

I would just conclude by saying

3

that we appreciate your shedding some light on this

4

shadowy tax.

5

question the legal authority of imposing

6

suballocations, particularly in terms of defining

7

the nexus.

8

almost some sort of a direct benefit back to those

9

paying for that assessment for it to be a

We oppose all 332 suballocations.

And I would argue that we need to have

10

legitimate nexus.

11

dialogue between the insurance industry, certainly

12

from the health plan side, and the Insurance

13

Department in terms of these suballocations and

14

that, I think, would be something critical and key

15

to determining whether there is a cost and benefit

16

back to the payers of the particular assessment.

17

There has been no discourse or

The assessment is regressive in

18

terms of the New York insurance industry and it

19

does increase premiums for your constituents.

20

would urge transfer of the suballocations back to

21

the general fund.

22

,!

We

We

Thank you.
CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

Let me just --

23

just a couple of questions raised by your statement

24

here.

You question the legality of these
Associated Reporters Int'l., Inc.
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suballocations.

3

Health Plan Association?

5

Has that ever been tested by the

MR. MACIELAK:

4

12-20~2005

Not to my

knowledge, no.
CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

6

And to the

7

extent that you've had these concerns have you

8

communicated these in writing to the administration

9

about this process of dunning your members for

10

MR. MACIELAK:

11

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

12

MR. MACIELAK:

13

budget basis as part of our advocacy have opposed

14

the 332 allocations and communicated that with

15

written correspondence and verbally as well.

16

We have --- this?
on an annual

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

To the

17

administration or just to our Joint Physical

18

Committees?

19
20
21
22
23

24

MR. MACIELAK:

The Joint Physical

Committees and the budget, et cetera.
CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

Maybe you

could just probably get --.
MR. MACIELAK:

The problem as I

indicated before, though, is we end up in the case
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of fighting, you know, large HeRA surcharge

3

increases --

4

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

5

MR. MACIELAK:

6

I understand.
while these,

you know, pale next to it.

7

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

And were you

8

here when the -- I guess both the Health Department

9

and the Insurance Department were touting the

10

consumer benefits of the money spent on

11

suballocations related to health care, whether it's

12

the Forge Proof Prescriptions, certification, I

13

mean the rest of the things that there are

14

sub-allocated funds for that they actually are

15

reflected in cost savings for those that pay those

16

premiums?

17

MR. MACIELAK:

I think it would

18

be generally perceived that the programs are so

19

broad as to benefit all New Yorkers that it would

20

be tenuous and I don't think you would find plan

21

actuaries allocating any concrete savings from

22

these efforts directly back to individual

23

prescribers and that is in large measure based on

24

the fact of, you know, many of the programs,

}
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2

certainly in the health arena, apply to the

3

uninsured, the self insured, non-domiciled insurers

4

as well.

5

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

And just

6

finally, you talked about trying to find out the

7

basis of these calculations and the premium basis

8

on which they're computed.

9

something that you've asked the -- I'm not even

10
11

Again, has that been

sure who you ask here, the Department --?
MR. MACIELAK:

We have had some

12

dialogue in terms of trying to get more

13

information, but have not had any formal -- we

14

haven't made any formal request or had any formal

15

meetings with D.O.I. to try and hammer out let's

16

say a process going forward in terms of trying to

17

get more of that data.

18

ASSEMBLYMEMBER BARCLAY:

19

for your testimony.

20

programs that you guys support?

21

MR. MACIELAK:

Thanks

Are there any suballocation

No.

We would take

22

the position that if we engaged in a dialogue maybe

23

with the Department and there was an agreement

24

worked out in terms of what the costs were and what

,I
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2

the benefits were and there was going to be clear

3

benefit back to those paying the assessment, then

4

it is conceivable.

5

example, while there's been a lot of talk about the

6

Forge Proof Prescription, you know. it clearly has

7

been our position that the dollar allocation that's

8

allegedly going to inure to the benefit of the

9

commercial insurance market we don't subscribe to

And I would point out as an

10

we don't believe that that is at all based on fact

11.

and/or accurate and haven't really had any great

12

success in

13

that was ever calculated.

getting what the basis of it is or how

ASSEMBLYMEMBER BARCLAY:

14

Would

15

you mind giving my office your position paper on

16

this 332, what you have for a legislative -

17

MR. MACIELAK:

18

ASSEMBLYMEMBER BARCLAY:

19

motion paper?
MR. MACIELAK:

20
21

Oh sure.

I thought we

actually gave copies to --

22

ASSEMBLYMEMBER BARCLAY:

23

MR. MACIELAK:

24

clerks.

Great.

-- I think the

All right.
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2

ASSEMBLYMEMBER BARCLAY:

3

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

4

statement.

6

We have your

Actually I think --.
ASSEMBLYMEMBER BARCLAY:

5

Do you

have a legislative, you know, position paper --

7

MR. MACIELAK:

8

ASSEMBLYMEMBER BARCLAY:

9

Good.

Okay.

you can provide during the budget --?

10

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

"leah.
that

Thanks.
And just let

11

me on the -- let me come back to the prescription

12

pads.

13

with producing those, and your position would be to

14

have your network providers pick up the tab if in

15

fact it was not paid for with some kind of a public

16

subsidy that is back-billed through your --

17

members?

Assuming that there are costs associated

18

MR. MACIELAK:

19

Proof Prescription Program, I mean that was some

20

policy decision by I don't know who to have it, you

21

know, not paid for by the physician community, but

22

rather be paid through this suballocation

23

component.

24

don't, you know, believe there is a basis in it for

!

Well, the Forge

The savings attributable to it we
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2

the commercial carriers.

3

to the Medicaid Program which has not had any such

4

system in place and any discussion about

5

E-prescribing or anything along that line is not to

6

my knowledge looked to be funded at all from this

7

suballocation.

8

discussion, totally separate funding table.

9

There is savings clearly

That is a totally separate

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

My expectation

10

is that you will be getting another opportunity

11

within a month to comment on a continuation of

12

these suballocation decisions because I don't see

13

or get the hint that anybody is going to make any

14

dramatic decisions that reduce suballocations.

15

guess is there may be more rather than less based

16

on the norm over the last decade.

17

continue to discuss with you some of these

18

transparency issues.

19

legitimate concern, how the assessments are

20

calculated and the basis they're calculated on I

21

think is a legitimate concern.

22

overall focus is legitimate too, but I guess we're

23

going to have less luck in the near future on the

24

relieving your plan members of these burdens of

My

So, we will

I think that's a perfectly

I think your

!
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absorbing these added costs.

3

the concerns.

But I certainly share

4

Thank you, Paul.

5

MR. MACIEL.AK:

6

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

7

Thank you.
NYPIRG, Blair

Horner and Russ -- oh, Blair.

8

Blair, we understand you're here

9

because you're panicked over the Transit strike in

10

New York and didn't feel like walking so you stayed

11

here instead of going down to

12

MR. BLAIR HORNER, LEGISLATIVE

13

COUNSEL, NEW YORK PUBLIC INTEREST.

14

would have taken me quite a while to get to New

15

York today.
CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

16
17

GROUP:

It

To get to New

York?

18

MR. HORNER:

Good afternoon.

My

19

name is Blair Horner, I'm NYPIRG's Legislative

20

Director.

21

appreciating the interest shown by the committee on

22

this issue.

23

I'll refer to it with kind of just my overall

24

comments.

And I just want to start off by

I'm not going to read my testimony.

)
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2

I'd also like to thank you not

3

only for holding the hearing, but for providing an

4

opportunity to take a fresh look at this program.

5

I'm just fascinated by the testimony given so far

6

and the programs themselves.

7

like to thank you, the Committee, and particularly

8

you, Pete, for the work you've done on behalf of

9

insurance consumers over the years.

And in addition we'd

Certainly from our view the

10
11

Insurance Department has a big job.

12

has to ensure the soundness of the insurance

13

industry, it must ensure the consumers are educated

14

and protected from the unscrupulous members of that

15

industry.

16

that complex mission must be appropriate to the

17

overall mission of the Department.

18

we think, should be only used when it's clear that

19

some outside agency has particular expertise that's

20

lacking within the Department and that such

21

expertise is necessary to the mission of the

22

Department.

23

It not only

Clearly any diversion of resources from

Suballocations,

The insurance industry benefits

i

24

from measures that help reduce injuries and
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2

property losses.

It means that they don't have to

3

pay claims.

4

they're spared the trauma of filing the claim and

5

the result of the injury or the loss themselves.

6

In those circumstances it's clear that there may be

7

other agencies with the ability to help reduce

8

losses.

9

financial system, it make sense to sub-allocate

It also helps New Yorkers since

Moreover, in an increasingly complex

10

resources to help bolster agencies enforcement

11

activities, injury prevention and reduction and

12

consumer advocacy.

13

that such activities enhance the mission of the

14

Department.

15

Again, the standard should be

Now, the suballocations

16

identified in the hearing notice could conceivably

17

meet these tests, however, we don't know of any big

18

picture document that explains why these particular

19

programs are funded when others are not.

20

example, there's a logic to diverting resources

21

from the Insurance Department to the Health

22

Department to pay for -- to help in the quote

23

"development of inpatient hospital rates for

24

insurance payments" unquote.

For

)
But should that
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2

program be funded ahead of the Health Department's

3

program to develop risk adjusted hospital report

4

cards which could help significantly reduce medical

5

errors?

6

insurance premiums roughly $2 billion annually to

7

treat hospital patients injured by medical

8

mistakes.

9

in 1996 Health Care Reform Act legislation have

New Yorkers pay largely through health

Yet the hospital report cards mandated

10

still not been produced and part of the reason

11

that's been argued is a lack of resources.
So, a big picture debate on these

12
13

suballocations would be helpful, particularly if

14

that debate disclosed the criteria that the

15

administration used for identifying programs

16

eligible for Insurance Department funding, and as

17

you mentioned earlier, the matrix for how they

18

measure success.

19

Now, in addition, there needs to

20

be a debate over what doesn't get funded in the

21

Department and we would urge that some resources be

22

looked at in terms of providing more hearings on

23

insurance proposed premium increases, as well in

24

airing of other issues such as proposed mergers.
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2

Now, in the testimony we go

3

through three different areas that we've looked at

4

where we've had some experience with the

5

suballocations or lack thereof.

6

fire safety which you talked about extensively

7

already.

8

done a good job.

9

testimony on how the reporting could be improved.

10

The first is on

And we think the Department of State's
We have some suggestions in our

In the area of the community

11

health and managed care oversight we specifically

12

talk about the lead poisoning issues and the need

13

for improving that program.

14

And then on auto insurance we

15

talk about really in our testimony about a program

16

that doesn't get funded by the State Insurance

17

Department which is an effort to make it easier for

18

consumers to comparison shop for auto insurance.

19

Now, as you know, there is an auto insurance

20

consumer guide which supposedly helps people shop

21

for auto insurance premiums, but you have to be of

22

the exact age, of the exact car and have the exact

23

experience to comparison shop.

24

in the testimony on pages four and five we did a
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2

comparison for the adult male age 35 and we looked

3

at the disparities.

4

was to show that for the exact same premiums for

5

the exact same drivers there are big disparities.

6

Now, the reason we did that

Then later on in the testimony we

7

talk specifically about programs that other states

8

have done, particularly California, to help make it

9

easier for consumers to comparison shop.

Our point

10

in this part of the testimony is not so much to

11.

talk about suballocations, per se, but if the

12

Department has this money available to spend on

13

suballocations we argue that there should be at

14

least an examination of how the Department could do

15

a better job educating consumers on auto insurance

16

premiums.

17

testimony we printed out a copy of the website in

18

California which shows how specific you can be in

19

California to get premium information.

20

quote.

21

do that in California, but in California, as you

22

can see, it is far more extensive than the

23

information provided in New York State.

24

And you can see on page seven of our

Not a

It's not an exact quote because they can't

So, we would urge that the
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2

Committee request that the Department present the

3

big picture.

4

today, but I didn't hear the answer to the big

5

picture question.

6

chosen for funding and others do not.

7

view that the Department's resources could do more

8

to help reduce injuries and property losses and

9

thus help the industry's bottom line as well as

I started to have that conversation

And for how certain programs get
It's our

10

consumers lives and wallets.

Moreover, such a

11

discussion may help lead to measures that increase

12

both consumer protection and consumer education in

13

the state.

14

Those are my -- our view.

15

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

16

MR. HORNER:

Certainly

And we're glad to

17

see that you made it out of the city despite the

18

strike.
CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

19

I certainly

20

agree with the concern on the focus of the big

21

picture.

22

were here are not in a position to present the big

23

picture and the one that chose not to appear today

24

is really the fabricator of the big picture because

The problem is that the agencies that
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there the decisions are made in the Division of the

3

Budget.

4

support for programs that have been on the books

5

for a long time through suballocations the

6

decisions, while facilitated by the agencies come

7

primarily from the Division of the Budget that is

8

looking for ways to adjust the big picture as far

9

as the budget that they present each year and

And I would guess other than continuing

10

that's where this concept comes from.

U,

intend to pursue that with them to find out if we

12

can get a construct on how decisions are made for

13

these suballocations.

14

And we

On the issue of the auto measures

15

1 know you've had discussions on this, at least in

16

some sectors with the Department.

17

a clue from the Department that they are prepared

18

to look at these suggestions for expanding the

19

consumer protections that they provide for --?

20

MR. HORNER:

Have you gotten

We have not yet

21

heard anything positive about that.

You know,

22

we -- and it's

23

boxing to some extent to get answers on some of our

24

proposals, but in this one 1 think the idea that

hard to -- it's almost shadow

j
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other states can do it is really going to come down

3

to a question of whether or not the Department

4

feels enough pressure to improve their -- I mean

5

this is one thing, I mean the consumer guide that

6

exists now isn't so bad compared to a lot of other

7

states, but no one -- by guess is if you walked up

8

and down Washington Avenue after the hearing and

9

asked everybody you met did you know there was an

10

auto insurance consumer guide the answer would be

11

universally no.

12

knows it exists and I think once they know it

13

exists and they see what other states do, they're

14

going to feel like something has to be done.

15

it's a public pressure issue I think for the

16

Department similar to this hearing today.

17

you're bringing to light these suballocations, I

18

don't think anybody really, you know, other than

19

apparently Paul Macielak, had really thought about

20

it to have a firmly held view enough.

21

So, part of the problem is nobody

So,

I mean

And so I think it's important

22

that these programs that the Department puts

23

together be held up to a transparent public

24

discussion on whether or not they work.

j
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2

going to spend money on a consumer guide we should

3

have one that the public uses.

4

have a suballocation system in place I think it has

5

to meet some criteria as to what it's being used

6

for as compared to not just a cash cow to fund

7

programs that they can't figure out how else to

8

fund the money on,
Now, and I heard, you know, well,

9
lO-

and all of these other guys were up here before and

II

they made arguments as to why there is a

12

connection, but as you mentioned, you could make a

13

connection to everything.

14

earlier, you could argue safer highways.

15

argue more police, you could argue better teachers,

16

you know, should be funded through suballocations

17

because, you know, people would be more educated I

18

guess.

19

create the construct I think is critically

20

important and to beginning the public debate on how

21

this program really should work or have one at all.

22
)

If we're going to

Even as Paul mentioned
You could

So, where they draw the line and how they

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

I'm a little

23

worried that the budget is going to reflect big

24

jumps in the suballocations and they're going to be
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2

attributable to suggestions they got from this

3

hearing.

4

MR. HORNER:

5

hope that they're good ideas.

Well, we can only

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

6

I don't think

7

any of

them are necessarily bad ideas, it's this

8

nexus that has been troubling to me for a while.

9

I don't have any questions.

10

ASSEMBLYMEMBER BARCLAY:

Thanks

11

for testifying.

Just quickly so I understand what

12

your testimony -

I apologize if I got this wrong,

13

you don't necessarily have anything against the

14

suballocations, it's maybe some of the priorities

15

that they've chose to use suballocations for versus

16

some of the programs that you're articulating in

17

your testimony?

18

MR. HORNER:

19

I mean it's hard to have a strong opinion on a

20

program that you don't know how it really works.

21

mean if it is what it appears to be anyway, just a

22

program where well, we need to have money for this

23

particular program and we're going to just take it

24

out of this Insurance Department's suballocation
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2

and there's no rhyme or reason for why it's done

3

other than it's easy to do, then it doesn't make

4

any sense to do it that way.

5

should deserve -- deserves an explanation on a

6

program that spends millions of dollars, why it is

7

doing it the way it is, on everything including

8

this,

I mean the public

So, we don't have a philosophic

9
10

objection if the Insurance Department and the

11

administration makes an argument that let's say for

12

the Attorney General's case, that the Attorney

13

General is uniquely equipped to enforce the law in

14

a way that the Insurance Department is not,

15

therefore we're going to give some money to them to

16

make it happen,

17

fit into a big picture that's defensible,

18

the absence of that.

19

feeling on it.

20

company executive, like Paul was up here before, I

21

might have a different kind of feeling about it,

22

but without knowing what it is, the mission, you

23

know, what are you trying to accomplish, how we

24

choose what's in and what's out, how do we know

Well,

that's rational and if it
But it's

It's hard to have a strong

I guess maybe if I was an insurance
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that the program's a success and how do we define

3

success?

4

for example.

5

don't think there's a good answer to it.

6

knowing that it's hard to say yes, it should

7

happen, or no,' it should not.

Are these being used to reduce premiums,

8

9

I think that's a good" question.

ASSEMBLYMEMBER BARCLAY:

I

Without

So,

you're looking at it more going in the future,

10

you're not saying any of these current

11

suballocations are improper, there is an improper

12

nexus to their insurance?
MR. HORNER:

13

We haven't studied

14

the issue well enough to say what should or should

15

not be funded.

16

inappropriate of us to say that.

17

I think, feel most comfortable expressing our views

18

on this is that we think that there should be a

19

process by how this thing works, how this program

20

works, that's accountable and transparent so that

21

you don't have to have a hearing like this in the

22

future and the public knows if they're getting any

23

bang for their insurance premium buck.

24

It would be, you know,
I think where we,

ASSEMBLYMEMBER BARCLAY:
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frankly, you know, this is somewhat new to me, but

3

at the same time I haven't seen any indication that

4

there's been any kind of abuse of the nexus to

5

insurance.

6

there's a pretty solid basis to, you know, maybe

7

fund these two suballocations.

8

what you're saying that maybe in the future we want

9

to look at this and make sure that we don't go too

It looks like all these programs

Now, I agree with

10

far afield of the nexus between the insurance.

11

I guess that would be

12

MR. HORNER:

So,

Well, and what are

13

the priorities.

I mean, again, you could probably

14

make an argument on a nexus depending on how you

15·

defined it for almost anything.

16

that's most important. what are we really trying to

17

do -- what is this state really trying to do with

18

this program?

19

injuries in an aggressive way and. curtail fraud and

20

educate the public, I think those are all worthy

21

goals.

22

a rational way to achieve those goals, then I think

23

it's a defensible program.

24

into it frankly, but as I mentioned in the

So, what is it

If it's really trying to reduce

And the allocation of the money is done in

And these may all fit
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2

testimony, there are other big programs you could

3

make a pretty good argument, for example, reducing

4

medical errors, save billions of dollars, that

5

maybe deserve money too.

6

hard to say yeah, we should fund that or not when

7

you don't really know what it is the administration

8

is trying to do.
ASSEMBLYMEMBER BARCLAY:

9

10

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

Thanks.

Just in

11

closing, without a big picture there's also a big

12

question as to how much insurance consumers can

13

bear and is there a limit on how far this -- I

14

don't know quite how to -- this method of funding

15

essential state programs can go on the backs of

16

insurance consumers before it morphs into a bigger

17

picture where it's got, you know, a lack of

18

fairness as far as the overall state benefit and

19

the public benefit to the program perhaps ought to

20

be -- you know, you could make a case it should be

21

the public tax levy monies that pay for it rather

22

than just
MR. HORNER:

23

/

So, you know, again, it's

24

entirely true.

Well, that's

And I absolutely agree.
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there's no defense for the program other than it's

3

easy to

4

Dillinger, you know, going to the banks because

5

that's where the money is.

6

it really should be coming out of the general fund.

7

If there's a particular reason and a connection

8

that really helps things, you know, we wouldn't

9

have a philosophic objection to that.

you know, it's kind of like, you know,

10

,

If it's only that, then

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

You know, as

11

long as when Dillinger went in if the bank never

12

reported the robbery, I mean who would care?

13

that's the problem here that nobody seems to raise

14

hell about this

15

MR. HORNER:

16

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

And

That's why it's --.
-- and you

17

know, so I think the budgeteers said well, let's

18

just try a little bit more here.

19

that's been the -- this has been ratcheted up over

20

the years.

And you know,

21

MR. HORNER:

22

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

23

That's why the --.
They seem to

have been able to pull off this --

J

MR. HORNER:

24
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2

-- robbery

3

without anybody, you know, reporting it.

4

with some discussion now we can have a better

5

dialogUe on what's involved.

MR. HORNER:

6

7

And we appreciate

this hearing, I think, is a great way to get the

8

CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

9

MR. HORNER:

10

started.

Thank you.
CHAIRMAN GRANNIS:

12

That's it.
everybody.

14

Thanks.

-- discussion

11

13

Maybe

Thank you.

Thank you very much

Thanks for attending.
(The hearing concluded at 12:54

15

p.m.)

16

pwss

17
18
19

20
21
22

23
24
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STATE OF NEW YORK

3

I, Nathan Roberts, do hereby certify that the

4

foregoing was reported by me, in the cause, at

5

the time and place, and in the presence of

6

counsel, as stated in the caption hereto, at

7

Page 1 hereof;

8

transcription, consisting of pages number 1

9

through 113, inclusive, was prepared under my

that the foregoing typewritten

10

supervision and is a true record of all

11

proceedings had at the hearing.

12

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have

13

hereunto subscribed my name, this the 12th day

14

of January, 2006.

15
16
17

~

Nathan Roberts, Reporter

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
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